the orthodoxy that blacks have worse health than whites because of discrimination by white doctors, though here the argument is about differences in healthcare, not innate differences in a predisposition to health. Similarly, there is no challenging the orthodoxy about women, and certainly not by the president of a major university.

Relieving world poverty
At the same time, a fine argument has blown up between Jeff Sachs of Columbia and the UN Millennium Project, on the one hand, and Bill Easterly, formerly of the World Bank and now at New York University, on the other. Sachs’ book *An End to Poverty*, laying out his vision and plan for implementing his title, was reviewed by Easterly in the Washington Post (didn’t economics journals used to carry important and timely reviews?). Easterly’s review, which was sympathetic to the moral force of Sachs concern and sensitive to his inspiring rhetoric, nevertheless criticized him for unwarranted utopianism, for 1950s and 60s-style development planning, for ‘mind-numbing technical jargon’, and for believing that large-scale crash programs by outsiders could do much about poverty in other countries. This drew a vituperative, contemptuous, and *ad hominem* counterblast from Sachs, and a wonderfully funny counter-counterblast from Easterly which began ‘at least he didn’t mention my bald spot’. Easterly has a new book in press, *The White Man’s Burden* (carried by the same publishers as *An End to Poverty*) that, as its title suggests, draws parallels between current poverty reduction efforts and nineteenth century colonialism. Sachs’ book is an extraordinary document. It is part autobiography, covering Sachs’ previous successful and unsuccessful (‘if only they had listened’) attempts to save the world, and part a plan for elimination of world poverty that is both grandiose and detailed. It takes the reader back to the days of Walt Rostow and Ragnar Nurkse, when we thought that a ‘big push’ was needed to launch countries into sustained economic growth, and it certainly owes nothing to the development economics of the last twenty or thirty years. Even so, and as is the case when listening to Sachs in person, it is hard not to be carried away by the imperative to do something. In a final inspirational chapter, Sachs notes that while many people doubt that his vision can be implemented, that is also what they told Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, and Martin Luther King.

This is all great circus. As Easterly makes fun of Sachs for associating with such distinguished (if recently minted) economists as Bono and Angelina Jolie, Sachs continually rises beyond (if not above) the caricatures. In mid-September MTV showed a video ‘The diary of Angelina Jolie and Dr Sachs in Africa’, prompting speculation in the blogosphere that Sachs has better watch out, not only for Easterly, but also for Brad Pitt. On September 11th, the National Cathedral in Washington held a day of reflection on global poverty, during which, between morning and afternoon worship, there was a free public lecture by ‘A prophet for the economic possibilities for the poor’, Dr Jeffrey Sachs. More serious is the question of who is winning the debate. The idea that foreign aid is of little use, or even pernicious, was long the preserve of the far right, who clearly cared little about poverty, global or national.

Easterly has opened up new space for the argument that it is possible to care, but also to believe that aid doesn’t work. And while it is hard to judge for sure, my sense is that this idea, unlike the variance of intrinsic aptitudes, or health care and mortality, is making real progress, at least in the US. The Bush administration has long sympathized with Easterly’s position on aid, and Sachs appears to have a powerful new enemy in the recently appointed US Ambassador to the United Nations, John Bolton. But there has also been support from much more surprising quarters. In particular, Nancy Birdsall, the President of the staunchly centrist Center for Global Development, a pro-development think-tank in Washington, recently coauthored an article in *Foreign Affairs* (with Dani Rodrik of Harvard and Arvind Subramanian of the IMF) arguing that both aid and trade reform can play, at best, a small role in reducing world poverty. This is an enormous change in position for a group that has long advocated debt forgiveness, and other pro-development policies, and is an important sign of the way that the wind is blowing. Certainly, these ideas about aid, unlike ideas about gender and race, are being widely and intelligently discussed in ways that are likely to change minds.

Notes:
A transcript of Summers’ remarks can be found at http://www.president.harvard.edu/speeches/2005/nerb.html
The comments by Gary Becker and Judge Posner can be found on their joint blog at http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/
Easterly’s original review is at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A25562-2005Mar10.html
And the counter and counterblasts are at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A64541-2005Mar24.html
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